
'Mo jabs, mo deaths'
Analysis of excess mortality across England local authorities.

'It's like the more jabbing we come across, the more problems we

see...' - Notorious BIG
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Since the start of COVID, there have been four distinct periods of excess

death in England.

In this short study, I have aggregated excess death in each of the 300+

lower tier local authorities (LTLA: administrative areas of England).

This allows us to measure idiosyncratic excess death against idiosyncratic

levels of COVID “vaccination”.
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Figure 1

Let's start with period 1, spring 2020 (obviously before anyone was

“vaccinated”) vs dose 1 cut off at 07-Mar-21 in order to deal with any

potential confounding (Figure 1).

Sure enough, a decent amount of explanatory power (R² = 31.0%) and

statistically significant at the highest level, tells us we have some

spurious correlation between excess mortality and rates of “vaccination”

given that the deaths occurred almost a year before the “vaccines” were

released.

Of course, we've seen this in many other countries too. Essentially, jab

rates are positively correlated with wealth (inversely with deprivation),

which has the opposite relationship with death.

So, if the jab is effective, we’re going to have to see that relationship

improved, i.e. a steeper downward slope.
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Figure 2

There was hardly any “full protection” in any LTLA by the time the winter

2021 excess death wave (period 2) had ended naturally in early March 2021,

so nothing can be inferred from the regression above (Figure 2).

Furthermore, as I've said before, any study purporting vaccine

effectiveness that includes data covering this period is, therefore,

garbage. Period.

Figure 3
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So, we have to look at the next wave of excess death, spanning

summer/autumn 2021 to see if there is any benefit (Figure 3). Summer?? Say

what now??

Looking at those who stopped at two doses (double-dosed population minus

boosted), it is actually apparent that those areas with higher jab rates

had higher levels of excess death.

However, this might be due to “waning protection”, right? Well, we'll find

out soon enough.

Figure 4

And there we have it, areas with high levels of triple jabbers also show no

improvement whatsoever (Figure 4). Well done those who woke up in time!
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Figure 5

Not so good for those who continued…

Let's take a look at 2022 (Figure 5). Same story - ‘mo jabs, mo death’ as

the Notorious BIG might have rapped.

And this time, we're firmly back in significant territory with R² = 26.6%

and 100% confidence that this result is not by chance (unless it’s spurious

again 1).

Comment from Julie Marson, Member of Parliament for Hertford and

Stortford in the UK

Oh, I almost forgot, we were expecting less death in the high jab areas due

to confounding. That’s really some reversal of fortune? ‘It's like the more
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jabbing we come across, the more problems we see...’.

As per request from The Daily Sceptic, here is the plot of the change in

excess deaths from wave 1 (spring 2020) to wave 4 (spring to autumn 2022)

against booster rates (Figure 6).

Can you see it yet? Slope increases from 0.30x to 1.26x using the booster

rate to explain change in excess deaths and the explanatory power of the

model rises to an impressive 39% 2.

Figure 6

Dead Man Talking

The Most Important Thing in a COVID Debate

I've been meaning to write a post about this for a while but keep getting
distracted. However, I've got another hour to kill at Addis Ababa airport so I'm
writing it now but without the graphics I had originally intended to do. Even
now, with the abundance of evidence showing that none of the COVID
interventions was effective but most were quite harmful - especially the
“vaccine” - we still find ourselves being demanded to defend our analyses…
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As always, remember, the burden is not on me to prove that COVID
jabs result in higher excess deaths, the obligation is solely on
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Good luck with that!

Instead, we have independent confirmation that mo boosters means mo deaths

from Igor:

UKHSA’s report shows that instead of “protecting” people from Covid-19,

Covid vaccines significantly increase the risk of hospitalization in

months 7-9 after vaccination.

Igor’s Newsletter

UKHSA: Boosters Greatly INCREASE Covid Severity 6-9

Months after Vaccination

** Dear subscribers: Sorry for not posting in the last few days. Nothing terrible
happened to me, but I discarded a few posts because I did not think they were
interesting or original enough to warrant my readers’ attention. Based on the
email “open rate” of my substack, I calculated that…
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1 In other words, another confounding factor somehow entered into the England

population since summer 2020 that completely reversed the spring 2020 trend and

also completely negated the purported effectiveness of the COVID “vaccine”.

2 One way to interpret this is that the vaccine is responsible for 40% of the

change in excess deaths and, therefore, all the other iatrogenic activity

(denial of healthcare and long term effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions)

are responsible for the rest.
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have to prove there is a problem with the whack-scenes. By the end they will be hiding in their closets
fearing retribution, but only if we keep up pressure. Make these basturds hide!! Such great work, Joel,
thank you so much.
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Another friend’s husband has just died from turbo cancer. Dead within a few weeks of diagnosis.
Throat cancer? Or esophageal cancer, primary cancer in his lungs. I told this friend these are called
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turbo cancers. I did not have the heart to connect the dots for her. She knows my sentiments on the
experimental biologicals. Heartbreaking.
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